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+441535273951 - https://www.facebook.com/wilsdehouse/

Here you can find the menu of Wilsden House in Wilsden. At the moment, there are 16 courses and drinks on the
food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Wilsden House:

this is by far the best cantonese food they will ever eat in their whole lives. it is so filled with beautiful aromen that
you could even cry. the service is also impeccable and really friendly. I would recommend trying everything from
their menu because everything is exceptionally good. make them please one and try this place because they try

it once, they will not be able to eat it. read more. What Diane Garvey doesn't like about Wilsden House:
My chicken chow mein left a lot to be desired. Probably the worst chow mein I 've ever had. The chicken looked
nothing like the chicken in my husband 's dish. There was also some 'jelly ' like stuff that I could not identify. The
sauce was like water...expected it to be thick and tasty. I could taste the oil it had been cooked in too and it wasn

't nice....could have been rancid? Anyway....disappointed as I love my c... read more. In Wilsden House from
Wilsden, you can enjoy versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine that's traditionally prepared in a wok, Typically, the

menus are prepared for you in a short time and fresh. Also, they offer you fine seafood meals.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

Ric� Dishe�
EGG FRIED RICE

Chicke� dishe�
SWEET AND SOUR CHICKEN

Barbecu�
SPARE RIBS

Südindisch� Gericht�
PEPPER CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

CHICKEN

MEAT

SEAFOOD

KING PRAWNS

TRAVEL

VEGETABLES

EGG
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